The genotoxicity of Cannabis has long been suspected, even acknowledged, be it only in part. Research over the last 5 to 10 years has confirmed the case. Much of this important research has been 'buried' in the deluge of 'hopeful' and even spectacular claims of the potential therapeutic capacity of cannabis. Claims and promises that have persisted for well over 20 years, yet with little to nothing to show for it. However, the harms associated with the use of this now heavily engineered plant/product are mounting, and the research is not only monitoring, but discovering these harms. If science and health matter, then all research must be thorough and properly vetted to ensure that health is advanced, not mere ‘symptom abated’ whilst disease, disorder or other harms grow.
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Cannabinoids also have a heavy epigenetic footprint. This has serious and multi-generational impacts. Moreover, cannabinoids have also been shown to inhibit mitochondrial metabolism by many means including direct inhibition through a full complement of endocannabinoid signalling machinery held on their inner and outer mitochondrial membranes and in the intermembrane space.

Both the epigenomic and metabolic effects of cannabinoids are critical and are also closely related as metabolic state controls epigenetic state both directly through substrate supply and indirectly through small molecular signalling shuttles which have the effect of coordinating nuclear and mitochondrial genomic expression and signalling mitonuclear stress. That is to say that metabolic state and epigenomic state – and hence multigenerational inheritance – are closely and intimately related. 